
Carmilla: Book vs. Web Series Comparison 
English 1B Paper #4  

 

 

Our last at-home essay for this class combines all of the skills we have worked on together so 

far. You will write a college-level comparison essay (NOT to be confused with a boring, less-

challenging “compare and contrast” assignment) that does three things: 

 

1) The first portion of your thesis close-reads a character/element/scene in Carmilla. 

2) The second portion of your thesis close-reads a similar element in Carmilla the series. 

3) The most important portion of your thesis explains why your comparison is meaningful. 

 

Example Thesis: 

 

In Le Fanu’s 1871 novella, [element from book is depicted in _____ way]. 
In Le Fanu’s 1871 novella, Madame Perrodon is a traditional female governess. 

   

However, the 2014 web series [depicts a similar thing in ________ way].  
However, the 2014 Web Series transforms her into a helpful college dorm advisor. 

 

By doing this, the modern version [here, you make your argument about how this 

difference changes the MESSAGE AND/OR MEANING of the story.] 
 

By doing this, the modern version empowers women, allowing them to actively take 

charge of their own safety. 

 

 

Choose Your Topic: 

 

Approaches to this assignment are like Paper 2’s. Your choices include, but are not limited to… 

• Character comparison—choose ONE character. For example: Laura, Carmilla, Laura’s 

Dad, LaFontaine, Perrodon, or Bertha (aka “Betty”), etc. 

• Element comparison—choose ONE element/detail. For example, Laura/Carmilla’s 

relationship; the charm that Carmilla gives to Laura; the “frame story”; the setting; etc. 

• Scene comparison—choose ONE scene. For example, the scene of Laura meeting 

Carmilla; or, the scene of Laura discovering Carmilla is a vampire; etc. 

 

Incorporating quotes from the book: 

• You will incorporate quotes from the book like always: “Quote here” (Le Fanu 47). 

 

Incorporating quotes from the Web Series:  

• You do NOT have to do anything crazy like cite time-stamps, but you DO have to cite the 

individual episode your quote came from, using its number and title in quotation marks. 

✓ EXAMPLE: When the two women meet in the web series, Carmilla tells Laura, “I’m 

your new roommate, sweetheart” (“Episode 2: Missing”). 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 



Oh no! How will I find specific quotes and episode titles from a YouTube series!?!? 

• Look on Course Sites or Prof. Butler’s website. Under “Helpful Handouts,” click: 

“Carmilla the Series — all episodes as text for quotes.” 

• If you remember part of the quote, like a word or phrase, use [ctrl] [F] on a PC, or [cmnd] 

[F] on a Mac, to search literally all of season 1 for that word or phrase. 

 

 

You will be graded on: 

(See your syllabus for rubric with descriptions of various grade-levels.) 

 A strong and clear thesis 

 An attention-grabbing introduction and thoughtful conclusion (exactly like Paper 1) 

 Technical writing, including grammar/mechanics and proper use of MLA 

 A persuasive argument (MLA quotes with strong analysis) 

 Organization (focused PEAR paragraphs with logical transitions)  

 

Basic Requirements: 

 

✓ At least 1200 words (more than 1200 is OK. This is about 4 double-spaced pages.) 

✓ Standard MLA format, including 1” margins all around, legible 12-pt. font, consistent 

double spacing, MLA heading and headers, etc. 

✓ At least 2 quotes from the book that exemplify the detail you have chosen. 

✓ At least 2 quotes from the web series that exemplify the detail you have chosen. 

✓ At least ONE secondary quote, in any paragraph, from ANY source of your choice.* 

✓ An MLA Works Cited that includes: the 1871 Carmilla book, the 2014 Carmilla series, 

and your secondary source. 

➢ Instead of our usual pre-writing assignments, you will complete a 50-point presentation 

(5 minutes) of your thesis and comparison in class. See separate handout. 

 

*Using sources in this paper… 

o Your source does NOT have to be scholarly, because you may want to use something 

related to the web series: for example, the actors made many behind-the-scenes videos 

that you can watch on YouTube, and the directors have given interviews (both online and 

in print) about the show for various fan conventions and non-scholarly websites. 

o If you want something more scholarly about Carmilla the series, Prof. Butler published 

an article that you can read here via the British Association of Victorian Studies. 

o You are also, as always, welcome to use the assigned HW essays, like Tea Obreht, or any 

essays from the book—there’s a Carmilla and Film History essay on pp. 138-148. 

 

What do you mean, I can put my outside source anywhere in any paragraph? 

• Remember that we use outside sources as additional evidence to support our own claims. 

• At some point in your essay, it will benefit you to include additional evidence. Generally, 

this will be in the “analysis” of a paragraph, but anywhere—including the intro—is OK! 

• If you struggle with writing, feel free to simply think of the source requirement this way: 

“all of your body paragraphs should be PEAR, except one needs to be PEA+EAR.” 

• You are welcome to include more than one outside source quote, and/or quotes from 

multiple outside sources, if you want to. There is a lot of flexibility in Paper 4. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5760c1e63c44d8a0f9a6712b/t/5bb4cb5ce4966bb962704aa3/1538575197809/Carmilla+transcription.pdf
https://victorianist.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/neo-victorian-review-she-seems-dead-but-shes-a-vampire-right-remediating-carmilla-through-millennial-webculture/


How to organize: PEAR & COMPARE 

 

• Unlike Papers 2 & 3, you will use groups of PEAR paragraphs (only one close-reading 

“EA” in each body P) to organize your argument. 

• There are two ways you can organize your paper: chunking OR alternating. Both are 

equally as clear and logical. Choose whichever makes the most sense to you!  

 

CHUNKING: 

 

PEAR about Perrodon in book (detail A: age). She is an adult, similar in age to Laura’s mother. 

PEAR about Perry in web series (detail A: age): Perry in the series is a similar in age to Laura. 

PEAR of Comparison (explain meaning of detail A: age). Making Perry similar in age makes  

her an equal to Laura…someone who has her back rather than orders her around. 

 

PEAR about Perrodon in book (detail B: job). A governess reinforces 1800s gender roles. 

PEAR about Perry in web series (detail B: job). A “Floor Don” is a dorm advisor who helps  

new university students learn the ropes so that they can succeed. 

PEAR of Comparison (explain meaning of detail B: job). Changing Perry’s job empowers her,  

and Laura. Instead of being a helpless Victorian woman, she is a helpful authority figure. 

 

 or 

ALTERNATING: 

 

PEAR about Perrodon in book (detail A: age). She is an adult, similar in age to Laura’s mother. 

PEAR about Perrodon in book (detail B: job). A governess reinforces 1800s gender roles. 

 

PEAR about Perry in web series (detail A: age): Perry in the series is a similar in age to Laura. 

PEAR about Perry in web series (detail B: job). A “Floor Don” is a dorm advisor who helps  

new university students learn the ropes so that they can succeed. 

 

PEAR of Comparison (explain meaning of detail A: age). Making Perry similar in age makes  

her an equal to Laura…someone who has her back rather than orders her around. 

PEAR of Comparison (explain meaning of detail B: job). Changing Perry’s job empowers her,  

and Laura. Instead of being a helpless Victorian woman, she is a helpful authority figure. 

 

 

A “PEAR of Comparison” for detail A looks like this… 

 

• Point: Topic Sentence—tell the reader how your close reading of detail A proves Part 3 

of your thesis. The most important part of your essay happens in this paragraph! 

• Evidence: Explain the difference between detail A in the book, vs. a similar detail in the 

web series. You have close-read these details individually already. See above examples. 

• Analysis: Analyze why this comparison of your detail is meaningful today. Just like in 

past essays, this should be the longest portion of each paragraph. See above examples. 

• Relate: Remind the reader how this paragraph has proved your overall thesis. 


